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Introduction 

Many life insurance policies are much easier to read than 
they were five years ago. 

Twenty-seven states now have laws or regulations requiring 
readable life insurance policies-at least, for individual, whole-life 
coverage. ACLI recently surveyed its member companies-in states with 
and without readability requirements-about their experiences in writing 
more readable policies. Ninety percent of the 306 companies that 
responded to the ACLI survey had rewritten at least their whole life 
policies for individuals. 

The life insurance industry has made great strides towards 
more readable policies. A quick glance at some old and new policies shows 
the changes. A paragraph with one 108-word sentence now has three 
sentences with 30, 16. and 21 words. The paragraph is one-third shorter; 
the thoughts are separated so they can be understood more easily. The 
provisions haven't changed, but consumers (and agents and lawyers) will 
probably understand better what the provisions mean. 

The life insurance industry uses the Flesch Test to measure 
readability of insurance policies. 

Most laws and regulations governing readability of insurance 
policies rely on the Flesch Reading Ease Test to measure the clarity of the 
wording in a policy. The Flesch Test (Rudolf Flesch, The Art of Readable 

Writing, Harper & Row, 1948, reprinted 1974) is a readability formula that 
gives a document a score between 0 and 100. The higher the score, the 
easier the material should be to read. 

To be accepted in states with readability requirements, a policy 
must meet a specific Flesch score (40, 45, or 50, depending on the state). 
A score of 40 to 50 is equivalent to "difficult for the average reader," but a 
score in that range for a life insurance policy usually means that the 
writing in the policy has been simplified considerably. Traditional 
insurance policies often score well below 40. 

Most states with a Flesch Test requirement base their version 
of the Flesch Test on the NAlC Model Bill for Life and Health Policy 

Language Simplification. The model bill requires that for policies with 
10,000 words or less, the entire policy must be analyzed with the Flesch 
Test. For longer policies, the analysis may be done on two 200 word 
samples per page: the samples must be separated by at least 20 printed 
lines. 
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To compute the Flesch score for a policy, you count the number 
of words, the number of sentences, and the number of syllables. Then you 
apply the formula: tJLf. I::, 

where: 

206.835 - (1.015 x ASL) - (,84J3 x S/W) = RE 

ASL (average sentence length) is the number of words divided 
by the number of sentences; 

S/W (syllables per word) is the number of syllables divided by 
the number of words; 

RE (reading ease) is the score. 

Syllables are counted as the word would be spoken, not written; and there 
are rules for contractions, hyphenated words, abbreviations, and 
punctuation. 

Insurance companies and state laws recognize that the 
Flesch Test isn't enough to guarantee a readable policy. 

The Flesch Reading Ease Test only considers the length of the 
sentences and the words in a policy. Simplifying the sentences certainly 
helps to make a policy readable. But other factors must also be considered 
and most of the readability requirements recognize this fact. They specify, 
for example, that policies must have: 

• a minimum of 10 point type with one point leading (space
between lines):

• no undue prominence to any portion of the text;

• a table of contents if the policy is longer than three pages or
3,000 words.

The actual requirements vary from state to state. Some only 
require 8 point type; some have more detailed requirements about 
typography and layout; others have general requirements like "simple, 
everyday language." 

In fact, in most new readable policies, the writers have gone 
beyond the Flesch Test requirements. They have done more than simply 
shorten sentences and shorten words. Sometimes, they have reorganized 
the sections, simplified the grammar, put in personal pronouns, 
rethought the provisions, shortened the lines of type, and put headings in 
the margins. 

The policies that meet readability requirements differ quite a 
bit on how well they use the features of clear writing and good design. 
This is not surprising. A readability formula cannot tell you how to write 
a readable policy. A low score on a Flesch Test lets you know that readers 
will probably have problems when they try to read the policy. It does not 
tell you what the problems in the policy are or how to fix them. 
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Good organization, clear urriting, and functiond design can
save time and money for insurance companies.

Writing a well-organized, clear, and attractive insurance policy
can help to:

o decrease the amount of litigation due to misinterpretations
or attempts to reinterpret provisions of the policy;

. save time that agents need to understand the policy
themselves or to explain provisions and answer questions for
clients:

. save time and costs for the companys lawyers and
customers' lawyers to find and understand provisions;

o increase sales because customers understand what the policy
is offering them.

Research on the understandability of insurance and other legal
documents shows that other features besides readability are critical to
achieving these goals. Important features include:

o makin€l it easy to find information (by organizinglprovisions
logically, writing informative headings and putting the
headings where they can be easily seen);

o writin€l short sentences with identified actors, action verbs,
and parallel constructions;

. explaining insurance terms that cannot be changed, giving
examples for provisions that are difficult to understand;

o making the document look easy to read (by having an
attractive layout, short lines of print, large type, etc.)-so that
readers will be motivated to use it.

The rest of this pamphlet includes specific guidelines, with
examples, to help you go beyond readability to produce insurance policies
that are legally accurate and sufficient, that satisfii readability require-
ments, and that are useful to the company and understandable to its
customers.

3
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Three Keys to an
Understandable Policy

There are three keys to writing a poliry that customers can
easily understand and use. You can help customers by:

o making the information easy to find;
o writing with clear, concise words and sentences;

o usin$ graphic design to make the information visually
attractive and functional.
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Makingthe Information
Easyto Find

Accessibility is the first key to a useful insurance policy.

Customers may read the policy when they first get it, but after that they
are likely to use it only when they need information. They (or their agents

or their lawyers) will want to spend as little time as possible getting the
information that they need. They want to find the correct section, be

certain that all the information they need is in that section, understand
the answer to the question(s) that they have, and put the policy down-all
as quickly as possible.

The keys to makin$ a policy accessible are good organization
and useful headings. As insurance specialists, you may know what to
expect in a typical policy and where it is most likely to be. You may be

able to locate information on the basis of a single word in the index or
table of contents. Most customers, however, are not familiar with
non-JorJeiture beneJits or policg ualues or grace pertod They do not
know the industry traditions for the order and organization of
information. Therefore, the headin$s and indexes even in many readable

insurance policies keep people from trying to read them.

You can use the following guidelines to help make information
in a policy easy to find:

Set a context at the beginning of the document-tell the
readers what the policy is and what they will find in it'

Put a heading on almost every paragraph instead ofjust a
few headings for general sections-and include all of these

headings in the table of contents.

Make sure that the headings match the content and wordin$
of the paragraph.

Use questions or statements instead of one or two nouns as

headings.
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Set a context for ttre reader.
Even a few words of explanation can help customers who are

not insurance specialists. Here is a good example of a context-setting
introduction to a life insurance policy:

Some policies have a brief summary at the beginning-another
useful way to set a context for the reader.

6
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Put a heading on almost every
paragraph and list ttrose headings
in the table of contents.

A table of contents that includes only a few general headings is
not very useful.

Where would I, as an average policyholder, look in this policy to
find information on changing the beneficiary? Where would I $o to find
out what to do if the insured dies? Where would I turn if I am late with a
payment and want to know what is going to happen?
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Make sure that the heading matctres the
content and wording of the paragraph.

A useful heading is one that leads the reader to the information
that he or she needs. For example, what content would you expect under
the heading DESIGIVATION? Would you have looked under DES/GNATION
if you wanted to know "to whom do we pay the death proceeds?"

Readers may have trouble connecting the heading DESIGII/A-
TION to the content of the paragraph because it is about receiving death
proceeds and not about how to name or change the name of the benefici-
ary. They may also have trouble with the heading DESIGNATIoN because
the word is never used in the text. The heading from the old policy has
been kept even though the text has been rewritten. when writing readable
policies. be sure to use the same easy words in the headings that you use
in the text.
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Use questions or verb phrases instead
of one or two nouns as headings.

Single nouns or strings of nouns are not very informative as
headings. It is often difficult to make them reflect the major points of the
text that they cover. Moreover, they can be ambiguous. Does the heading
Pagment Methods in Example 3 cover Hout I Pay the Premi.ums or Hotu
the Compang Pags the BeneJits?

Most readers prefer questions as headings because ihey have
questions in mind when they come to the policy. By putting questions (or
at least verb phrases) in the headings and in the table of contents, you
are matching the reader's approach to the document.

Some policies now have questions as subheadings in the text,
but they do not appear in the table of contents. To be really useful, the
table of contents should match the headings and subheadings in the text,
or the subheadings should stand out clearly as the reader scans the
policy.

Using questions as headings is a new concept to many lawyers.
Some are concerned that readers will not treat a document that has
question-like headings as an important legal document. Examples of
questions, question-like statements, and verb phrases as headings now
exist in insurance benefits books, policies for other types of insurance,
regulations, leases, and other legal documents. They have not caused
litigation problems. They have been accepted in court. And readers have
found them to be much more readable and useful.

I
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Writing with Clear, Concise
Words and Sentences

Neither the Flesch Test nor any other readability formula can
tell you how to rewrite a policy. The Flesch Test rewards writers who use
short sentences and short words. These two features help readers, but
they are not enough.

Research shows that readers will understand a document more
easily if they can:

. connect what they are reading to information they already
know;

o picture themselves in actions that the document describes;

. understand the sentences the first time that they read them;

o understand the words being used.

You can use the following guidelines to help customers
understand their policies:

o Write in the active voice.

o Write with verbs, not nouns made out of verbs.

. Use personal pronouns or names for each parry.

o Make parallel thoughts into parallel sentences.

o Drop or change difficult words that are not legally necessary.

o Define your technical terms as you use them.

. Be consistent in style and in choice of words.

o Do not use shall

IO
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Write in the active voice.
In order to make sense out of technical and legal documents,

many readers try to mentally translate the sentences into scenarios in
which people or institutions are acting in definable ways. If you leave the
translation to the reader, however, you run the risk that the reader will
imagine an incorrect scenario or will give up and not read the provision.
To write scenarios, use active, action verbs and pronouns or names for
the actors.

A sentence in the active voice begins with the person who is
responsible for the action.

Sentences in the passive voice often leave out the information
about who is responsible for acting.

Active sentences are, in general, easier for people to understand.
Moreover, with an active sentence, you can $ive the company credit for
the benefits and privileges it is offering.

11
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firrite urittl verbs, not nouns
made out of verbs.

Nouns made out of verbs (for example, receipt, payment,
reliance) make sentences difficult to understand because they are
abstract and because they obscure information about who is responsible
for the actions. Who will deliver the receipt to whom in this sentence?

Example 9: Difficult sentence l

AII prerniums are payable at the home office or to our agent

The same thought is expressed more clearly in this version.

Example 1O; Clearersentence I ,, :

Premiums may be paid at our home office or to one of our: '

agents. We w'ill gtue Ua:l areceipt siSned by our President or
' Secretaqr ifyou ask for one,

Passive verbs often accompany nouns made out of verbs,
further obscuring the actors and actions.

Passive and nominal:

Pagment wtll be made on recelpt of,due proof'of the,. i,

insured's death.

Active:

We will'pag the proceeds wlren we reeeiuedueproaf of:the

Sometimes you have to rewrite these nouns as phrases with
subjects and verbs:

upon receipt of When we receiue

upon deliuery of When you giue

for nonpagment If you do nol pag

Nouns that modiff other nouns in headings are often also
hidden verbs. Changing them back into verbs helps the reader to
understand the implied action.

Premium red.uctlon red.uci.ngthe premium

t2
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Use personal pronouns or
name the actors.

Many companies now use pronouns in their policies. They refer
to themselves as "we" and address the owner (sometimes the insured) as
'you."

There are many advantages to using pronouns. Pronouns are
common, easy words; they help readers understand. People identi$r with
the pronouns more easily than they do with names like "owner" and
"insured." Pronouns are short words; they help improve readability scores.
Pronouns are informal; they convey a friendly tone and a message that
the company wants the customer to be able to read and understand the
policy.

If you use pronouns, you are more likely to write in the active
voice. If you address the owner as "you," you will not have to worry about
using "he/she" or "his/her" in reference to the owner; you will be using
"you" and "your" which work for both male and female policyholders.

If you use pronouns, you can define them at the beginning of
the policy as in this example:

: ,. i Example I l:, Defining pronouns tn a polic5r

' , '\ffs'1 "o111'," arl6t ':qs'l,mean XYZ Life lnsurance Cornpapy. . ,

r , , ', 'Youl'and lyoufl'meanrthe orvnef of'the'pollcll at,the time an,
owrrer's right is exercised.

Some companies choose to use only one pronoun. They address
the customer as "you" and refer to the company by name; or they refer to
the people involved as "owner," "insured" and use "we" for the company.
Even if you do not use pronouns for one or the other party in a policy,
you can still write clear, active sentences.

Exaqrple 121, Active sentences with narrres,for,,the actors

The owner:m4y,.borrow money:fiorn us. - -

XYZ eompany will waive a premjum fur you; . i : .

13
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Mahe parallel thoughts into
parallel sentences.

When breaking up the long sentences in a traditional
insurance policy, try to put each major point into a separate sentence.
Words like prourded and except are clues that a new sentence is needed.
When different outcomes or decisions are possible under different
circumstances, write each as a separate sentence. Use the same sentence
structure for each sentence to emphasize the parallelism of the points you
are making.

Compare, for example, these two versions of the same provision.
Version 2 has a better Flesch score and is also easier to understand.

The provision has three points:

o that dividends can be used to pay premiums;

o what happens if the dividend is less than the premium that
is due;

o what happens if the dividend is more than the premium that
is due.

Version 2 is easier to understand for two reasons. Each of the
three points is a separate sentence. The sentences describing the two
possible outcomes are written in the same sentence structure: "If A is
true, then B happens."

t4
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Drop or change difficultwords that
are not legdly necessarJr.

Life insurance policies include many words that the averagie
customer does not know. Sometimes the word or phrase can simply be
dropped or replaced by a more common English word. For example, use:

15
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Define technical terms as you use tttem.
Sometimes you have to use a particular word because it has a

precise legal meaning for which there is no simple English replacement.
Examples of these words are:

:

Insurance terms like
in the following examples:

these can be defined right in the text, as

Definitions given in context are much more useful than a
separate definitions section. Most readers will bypass a definitions
section. They will read the definition if it appears in the relevant section,
however; and the definition may help them understand the concept of
grace peri.od" or deJault or reinstating a policy.

16
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Be consistent in style and in
ctroice of words.

In the first sentence, the actor is "you." In the second, it is "the
owner." In the third, no actor is named, but the implied actor must be
'you, the owner." The same person is really doing all three actions; but
readers may think the writer meant different people in all three cases.

In a consistent style, all three sentences would begin with 'you":

t7
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Do not use shall.
Shall is a confusing word. Most policies have dropped the word

entirely because few speakers of American English understand the rules
for using shall correctly. The writer of the policy in Example 16 used
shall, must, and u-rill in the same paragraph. What is the difference
between shall in the first sentence and u.rrll in the third and fourth
sentences?

Shall has been litigated so often because it has been
interpreted as both obligatory and optional.. Must and uill do not create
problems.

':,,,,::ltiariiirr:ariiir:rlu:.rt:i.rtii!tiui.t:t;:lalrriitii.jt,itllrj:ai1i.t:irrlliirlla.:,:tu.,tr:iilat:iit::jt:illarr:talia

l} l F@l$,&* l&$:af...:gtt
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Using Graphic Design to Make
the Information Visually
Attractive and Ftrnctional

Readability formulas do not measure any features of design and
layout, but the visual appearance of a policy can have a major impact on
readers. It can affect what they think about the company and whether or
not they will even try to read the policy. Good design and layout are
needed to support logical organization and clear writing. Good desi$n and
layout can help readers find information easily and understand the
information when they find it.

Most of the new readable policies have legible type (usually 1O

point) and do not have any sections in smaller type. Here are some
guidelines on features other than choice of type and type size that can
help you make a policy visually attractive and functional:

o Keep lines of type to 5O-7O characters and leave lots of white
space on the page.

o Consider setting text type with a lsEJged right margin.

o Use upper and lower case letters.

o Make the headings stand out.

o Consider color for headings, but use black ink for the text.

o Consider bold or italic for special words, rather than initial
capitals.

19
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Keep lines of type to 5O-7O characters
and leave lots of white space on the page.

Long lines of type are difficult to read. They look uninviting.
They also require more head and eye movements and, therefore, are more
tiring to read than are shorter lines. In a policy with long lines of t5rpe,
you may find yourself rereading a line or skipping a line because your
eyes did not return to the correct place at the left margin.

An optimal column width is 50 to 7O characters. On 8Vz by ll
inch paper, that usually means using two columns. You can have two
even columns of text as in example 18: or you can use two uneven
columns-putting the headings in the left margin and having one column
of text as in example 19. Research shows that readers find headings
easier to find and follow if you use the format in example 19.

Can you change the boneticiary?

20
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Consider settin$ text t5rye wittl
a r4gged right margin.

The left margin in text is always justified. All lines be$in at the
same place, except for the first line of a paragraph, which may be in-
dented. In traditional legal documents, the ri$ht mar$in was also always
justified. All lines ended at the same place.

In many modern documents, the ri$ht margin remains un-
justified. Each line ends where the last word ends. We call this a ragged

right mar$in.

With narrow columns of type, the difference between justified
and unjustified type is largely stylistic. Ragged right margins are less

formal; they make the document look friendlier. The page looks more
"open" with ragged ri$ht margins because there is more white space

around each para$raph. It is also easier, and less expensive, to correct
unjustified text.

In a policy with long lines of type, however, ragged right
margins become particularly important. Justified tlpe can be difficult to
read, especially when lines of type are justified by inserting extra space

between some, but not all words in a line. Notice the gaps between the
words in the way this policy has been tlpeset:

''' " 
pru*rr,. 2O: JustfieO,texiwittl long]inesrof'fype'''''. :r " I :

:, -''..(salltple is.,feduced in siZe),'r.. 1'1 ': :I

, , sUb,ni itl ng.::a.rri,itdo, iequesi 'i I a. fo rln . aCcepl4bl e .. t1t ihq eoiilp4!y-:.r 'ni* :ti-e.queri:'mrqi 
'ba: 'r.icelrr€d'

. a! orrl$de Sffice, .r{ithl;.Ob oays artef .il,i o,l. qq.lQr:qf ihd p!'emim: in :defqult:andi'pri'o!1 r:. ior.::

. 'valrre.0ptioo:'be.q0est,9ff.6crtjve.:-: ' , ir r::.:'., - '
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Use upper and lower case letters.
Many traditional legal documents have long passages in all

capital letters. some Federally mandated notices include requirements to
print the notices in all capital letters. Research shows that text printed in
all capital letters takes up more space on the page and takes longer to
read than the same text printed in mixed case (upper and lower case).

Example 2l: Text in all capital letters

A POLICY PRINTED IN ALL CAPITAL LETTERS
TAKES UP MORE SPACE ON THE PAGE AND TAKES
LONGER TO READ THAN THE SAME POLICY
PRINTED IN UPPER AND LOWER CASE LETTERS.

Example 22: Text in mixed case

A policy printed in all capitat tetters
takes up more space on the page and takes
longer to read than the same policy
printed in upper and lower case letters.

Lower case letters in the English alphabet have characteristic
ghapes. A "p" hangs below the line; an "o" only uses the middle space; an
"1" extends above many of the other letters. our eyes bounce up and down
the characteristic shapes of the lower case letters to "decode" the words.

POLICY PRINTED
policy printed
capital letters do not have the distinctive features of the lower

case letters. Therefore, we have fewer clues for recognizing words in a1l
capital letters, and it takes us longer to decode them. The extra effort is
tiring and many readers will not finish a passage in all capital letters.

If a heading is only one or two words, it will be readable in all
capitals, but capital letters are not necessary even for headings. Bold face
or color or larger size is more effective than all capitals for heLdings.

In most policies, the computer-printed data sheets at the front
are not as readable as the rest of the policy. In large measure, that is
because they are printed in all capitals. They also often have long lines of
print and the headings are in exactly the same type as the text. The
problem is largely one of technolog5r. The policy data sheets must be
individually generated for each policyholder, and so must come from a
computer printer rather than from a typesetter. As computer technologr
improves, high speed printers with the needed features will surely become
available at cost-effective prices. The primary needed features are upper
and lower case and different fonts (size, weight) for headings and foi text.

22
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Mdre the headings stand out"
Headings should serve a purpose. They should make it easy for

readers to find a specific section of the text. To be useful, therefore, the
headings in a policy must stand out; they must be easily seen when
scanning the policy.

You can use any of several techniques to make headings stand
out. Consider these:

o Surround the heading with white space.

o Make the heading larger than the text.

. Use boldface, color, capitals or italics'

You can use white space to set off headings either in the
margin or above the text.

Within a policy, you will probably need two or three levels of
headings. The reader should be able to tell immediately how the headings
relate to each other. The clearest scheme is to:

o Stay within the same family of type for all levels of headings.

. Distinguish levels by size or wei$ht or placement, or a
combination of these.

o Make every heading at a given level typographically identical.

Headings at a higher level should be larger or bolder or in some
other way clearly more significant than headings at a lower level. Italics
do not work well to show levels'of headings because we have no clear
conventions as to whether italics are subordinate or superior to other
features. Boldface or color works better than all capital letters to catch the
reader's attention.
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Consider color for headings,
but use black ink for text.

Color, used functionally, can make a policy very attractive.
However, colored ink should be used primarily for titles and headings.
Colored ink can also be used effectively for examples. The contrast
between the headings (and examples) in color and the main text in black
makes the color meaningful.

If all the type on a page is in color, however, the color loses its
special meaning. colored ink, other than black, can be difficult to read for
sustained periods of time.

Good contrast between ink and paper is also necessary for the
text to be clearly legible. For example, some blue inks do not reproduce for
photocopying. Yellow paper may turn gray when photocopied. Black or
dark brown ink on white or off-white paper is usually the best choice,
although you should be careful to avoid glossy white paper that may
produce a g{lare.
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Consider bold or italic for special
words railrer than initial capitals.

Some policies use a capital letter to mark specially defined
words, like "Owner." This can be very confusing to the reader because it
is contrary to the practice of ordinary English. When we see a word
beginning with a capital, we assume it is the pronoun "I", a proper name,
or the first word in a sentence. When the policy contains many specially
defined words as in Example 25, the capitals can be really jarring.

r,. . '',.,,.1'1, ;.gaample,25l,,' Poltev.with r,many eapitaltied wordg.

'. ', r , ,,, :'trgu,ryAy,appoiRt,a-r,new.Ownerroftheipoltgy,.whilC'rt'hertasur.ed'ir;-

'' :',:' "'- "is,alive'Notisa u$;Do rt,ln{!itf$',.,,..',. r :,..:,,,r'.

Most policies do not mark any words in the text in a special
way. Others use italics, bold, or small capitals, any of which can serve the
purpose well.
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A Checklist for Your Policy
Use this checklist to see if an

see if a new policy meets the guidelines

Flesch Reading Ease score

Making information easy to find
l. Is there an explanation (summary) in plain English at

the beginning of the policy?
2. Is the information organized logically from the lay

reader's point of view?
3. Are there headings on almost every paragraph?
4. Does each heading explain the content of the para-

graph(s) it covers?
5. Are the headings questions or verb phrases?
6. Is there a table of contents that includes all the

headings?

Urriting with clear, concise words and sentences
7. Are most of the sentences in the active voice?
8. Do the sentences have action verbs instead of nouns

made out of verbs (for example,paA instead of make
pagment)?

9. Does the policy address the reader as you?
1O. Does the writer use the same sentence structure for

parallel sentences?
11. Does the writer use simple English words throughout?
12. Does the writer define technical terms in the text?
13. Does the writer stick to one name for each person and

concept?
14. Does the writer use must, u-rill, and may instead of

shall?

Using grnphic design to make the information
visually attractive and functional
15. Is the entire policy in at least 1O point type with one

point of leading (space between lines)?
16. Are all parts treated the same way (no undue promi-

nence to any part)?
17. Are the lines of type 5O to 7O characters long?
18. Does the page have enough white space to look easy to

read?
19. Are the right margins unjustified (ragged)?
2O. Is everything in upper and lower case?
21. Do the headings stand out from the text?
22. Is the text in black or brown ink?

(Headings may be in a different color.)
23. Are specially defined words in bold or italic or small

caps rather than in initial caps?
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Conclusion
Insurance companies have come a long way towards making it

easler for policyholders to read and understand their policies. With the
guidelines in this booklet, the insurance industly can move "beyond
readability" to preparing life insurance policies that are consistently well-
organized, understandable, and visually attractive. They can help policy-
holders and agents by providing policies in which accurate information is
easy to find, easy to read, and easy to understand.
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